
cru·ci·ble: a vessel that purifies with fire

In the latter years of the infamous Spanish Inquisition, a new enlightenment was rising and the persecution of 
witches was waning across Europe—except within a stubborn inner cabal within the Inquisition. This group 
took the name Crucibulum (Latin for Crucible) due to their continued attempts to purify the world through fire 
and torment. The sect continued burning men and women—heretics and witches—often in grisly pageants 
known as Acts of Faith. It is believed by many that in dark corners of Spain this cabal still exists, still hunts 
witches, still commits ghastly murders.

With CRUCIBLE, Sigma Force will discover the truth—not only about the mystery surrounding this bloody sect, 
but also about a real-world threat that looms on our horizon, one that terrifies the likes of Elon Musk and 
Stephen Hawking. This moment will mark the end of humankind’s dominion over this globe. Maybe even the 
end to everything. 

This is a story I wanted to tell for many years—but it can wait no longer. From consulting experts in this field, 
this threat will rise in our lifetime. Two researchers claim we’ve already reached this threshold and showed me 
proof. But I also learned a path through this coming challenge to humanity, a path that the heroes of Sigma 
Force will discover in this book. Consider this both a cautionary tale—and a possible path to our salvation. 

As you might surmise, CRUCIBLE marks Sigma’s greatest and most important chapter—one where the 
personal stakes for each and every team member have never been higher and where the threat has never been 
closer to reality.

CRUCIBLE - Out NOW, January 22nd 2019

 

“With his latest Sigma Force adventure, James Rollins shows yet again why he’s the 
heir apparent to the throne previously held by Michael Crichton . . . Crucible is a riveting 
thriller that’ll stay with readers for a very long time.” — TheRealBookSpy

“Superb and scintillating…Rollins shades Crucible with equal measures of science and 
speculation, mixed in typically brilliant fashion and propelling him past the likes of 
Wilbur Smith and Alistair MacLean to claim the mantle of the greatest action-adventure 
writer of this or any generation.”—Providence Journal

“[Crucible] is a wild ride…a rollercoaster of raucous events…from a technothriller to a 
medical suspense story to a shoot-’em-up adventure…”
—St. Louis Post-Dispatch

“[Crucible] is a gripping story about science’s future that is rooted in history….As usual, 
Rollins knows about strong storytelling.” 
— South Florida Sun Sentinel

CRUCIBLE
Out for a drink with his best friend and colleague Monk Kokkalis, Commander Gray 
Pierce arrives home on Christmas Eve to find his house ransacked, his pregnant lover 
missing, and Monk’s two young daughters vanished into the night. The only witness to 
this attack is Monk’s wife, Kat, who is found beaten, bleeding, and comatose on the 
kitchen floor.  

But it is not only their families in danger.

Halfway around the world, the U.S ambassador to Portugal is ambushed at a 
prestigious scientific symposium of women scientists. She and her colleagues are 
murdered, their bodies burned beyond recognition. The culprits behind this brutal attack 
are tied to an ancient sect, one that is determined to return the world to a time of 
darkness and ignorance, to when witches were burned at the stake.

To stop this cabal and learn the truth about the attack upon their families, Gray and 
Monk must follow arcane clues tracing back to the time of the Spanish Inquisition—and 
to the dark mysteries surrounding a Medieval text known as the Malleus Maleficarum, 
the Hammer of Witches, one of the most reviled and blood-soaked books in human 
history. The shocking revelations that Sigma uncovers about the past will reveal a 
frightening truth in the present, and a future teetering on the brink of apocalypse.
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EXCLUSIVES
Knowing CRUCIBLE is Sigma’s most mind-blowing adventure to date, we prepared a series of EXCLUSIVE editions of 
this novel.

Costco ALTERNATE ENDING Exclusive

Costco will be offering its own exclusive addition that includes as a bonus an ALTERNATE ENDING to 
Crucible (to quote my editor: "It’s scary as hell”)

FIND A COSTCO NEAR YOU

Barnes & Noble
Exclusive

Additonal
Content
Edition

Barnes&Nobles will be offering a special addition of 
Crucible that comes with a personal essay tied to 
the content of the story (“How to Build a Better 
Robot”) along with an early peek at the first chapter 
of a brand-new Tucker and Kane novella that will 
appear later in 2019.

BUY NOW

 Books-A-Million
Exclusive

Signed 
First

Edition

Books-a-Million also has a limited supply of 
specially SIGNED editions of Crucible.

BUY NOW

The Poisoned Pen Collectable Insert Exclusive

Order now while supplies last an autographed copy from the Poisoned Pen and receive a free limited edition 
collector’s insert tied to CRUCIBLE.

BUY NOW

CRUCIBLE TOUR 2019

January 21
Scottsdale, Arizona

7:00 PM
POISONED PEN

4014 N Goldwater Blvd #101, Scottsdale, AZ 85251
Read more

January 22
Houston, Texas

6:30 PM
MURDER BY THE BOOK

2342 Bissonnet St, Houston, TX 77005
Read more

January 23
Coral Gables, Florida

6:30 PM
BOOKS & BOOKS

265 Aragon Ave, Coral Gables, FL 33134
Read more

January 24
Delray Beach, Florida

7:00 PM
MURDER ON THE BEACH MYSTERY BOOKSTORE/Delray Beach

273 NE 2nd Ave, Delray Beach, FL 33444
Read more

January 25
Vero Beach, Florida

5:00 PM
VERO BEACH BOOK CENTER

392 21st St, Vero Beach, FL 32960
Read more

January 26
Neptune Beach, Florida

7:00 PM
BOOKMARK

220 First St, Neptune Beach, FL 32266
Read more

January 27
Denver, Colorado

2:00 PM
TATTERED COVER BOOK STORE

2526 E Colfax Ave, Denver, CO 80206
Read more

January 28
Dallas, Texas

7:00 PM
HALF PRICE BOOKS

5803 E NW Highway, Dallas, TX 75231
Read more

January 30
Saint Louis, Missouri

7:00 PM
ST. LOUIS COUNTY LIBRARY

1640 S Lindbergh Blvd Saint Louis, MO 63131
Read more

February 1st
Roseville, California

7:00 PM
BARNES & NOBLE 

1256 Galleria Blvd, Roseville, CA 95678
Read more

March 27th
San Diego, California

7:30 PM
MYSTERIOUS GALAXY BOOKSTORE

5943 Balboa Ave Ste 100
San Diego, CA 92111

Read more

March 28
Pasadena, California

7:00 PM
VROMAN'S

695 E Colorado Blvd, Pasadena, CA 91101
Read more

March 29th
Fullerton, California

8:00 AM
ALPHA’S A DAY OF AUTHORS

233 W Amerige Ave, Fullerton, CA 92832
Read more

Keep an eye on my website’s Appearances Page for a full listing of times and places.

APPEARANCES

Find out what other books I have written or what new adventure is coming.
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